fifteenth-century Bodley version divides its attention more equally between this desire and the promise of its fulfilment. Moreover, the reassuring, hopeful tone adopted by Bodley contributes to the encouragement it provides for the intended reader. 9 The differences between the two translations are unexpected in light of the regulatory Constitutions that separate them and therefore add to an increasingly complex picture of late fourteenth-and fifteenth-century devotional writings. Taking works like the two versions of De institutione inclusarum on a case-by-case basis helps reveal this devotional landscape more fully.
Although a number of critics have commented on the different translational styles of Vernon and Bodley, the two versions are often conflated and their significant differences elided. 10 But close attention to such differences shows that the two translations are independent works that offer their readers subtly different spiritual experiences. The De institutione inclusarum's treatment of water, a recurrent and particularly revealing feature, provides a useful case study, signalling the shift from spiritual anxiety in Vernon to spiritual encouragement in Bodley. Grounded in the biblical tradition and capable of serving a range of purposes, the highly adaptable water imagery is a common trope in late medieval writing, particularly in spiritual works. 11 In his encyclopaedic work On the Properties of Things, John Trevisa, for instance, observes that water has ''no determinate qualite, noyþer colour noiþer sauour,'' allowing it to ''fonge eseliche alle colours and sauours. '' 12 This adaptability makes it a particularly useful literary metaphor for devotional authors since it plumbs the everyday lives of their readers but equally engages their spiritual concerns. In De institutione inclusarum, water is used as an analogy for Scripture, is recommended as a physical aid to ascetic 9 This preoccupation with practical guidance is frequently found in fifteenth-century translations; see Johnson, ''The Non-Dissenting Vernacular,'' 234. 10 Bartlett, for example, analyses the Bodley translation in detail but presents Vernon and Bodley as very much the same text in order to demonstrate their collective contrast to the Latin original; Bartlett, Male Authors, Female Readers, [54] [55] . A notable exception to this approach is found in Dutton, ''Gilding the Lily.'' 11 In the Old Testament, God provides his people with water as a sign of benevolence and grace (Deut. 8:7; Isaiah 44:3) ; in Lamentations, tears are used to petition , and Jesus weeps at Lazarus's funeral (John 11:35) ; water is used in baptism (Hebrews 10:22; John 4:14) ; and the righteous person who is corrupted by the influence of the wicked is described as a fouled spring or fountain (Prov. 25:26) . 12 Trevisa, On the Properties of Things 13.1. 7-9. practices, and functions as a symbolic cleansing agent for the soul; and, perhaps most significantly, it appears in the form of spiritual tears. 13 All these uses of water survive the passage of time between Aelred' s original and its two Middle English translations. De institutione inclusarum was first written during a time of ''real spiritual ferment,'' when the pursuit of the contemplative life grew rapidly in popularity; indeed, the section outlining an emotive Passion meditation is thought to be the first of its kind. 14 The enduring popularity of affective piety made the spiritual tears in both Vernon and Bodley just as potent as when Aelred originally wrote the text. 15 An emphasis on confession and purging the soul prior to meditation also began to emerge in the twelfth century and was formally regulated in the early thirteenth. 16 These practices, and the role of water within them (as tears or as a cleansing agent for the soul), occupied a central position in religious life well into the fifteenth century, and thus the use of water imagery is a particularly effective test case for changes in translational inflection over time.
The Two Middle English Translations
Approaching De institutione inclusarum in terms of Paul Zumthor' s concept of mouvance, 17 as a flexible and adaptable work whose later versions are tailored to meet the needs of new audiences, provides a key to understanding the different foci of the two successive translations. Bella Millett similarly suggests that the different versions of the thirteenth-century vernacular guide for anchoresses Ancrene Wisse can be explained by the text's functionality; as a practical work of spiritual instruction which is capable of benefiting a much wider DOI: 10.3138/flor.31.06
Florilegium 31 (2014) 13 The seminal work on medieval tears is Nagy's Le don des larmes au Moyen Â ge. Nagy considers the Gift of Tears a process and, moreover, an intimate ritual. Further, she explores the role of both God and the individual within this process of religious weeping. 14 McGuire, ''c. 1080-1215: Culture and History,'' 44. 15 ''was subject to the usual sort of mouvance experienced by such texts''; Barratt, ''Small Latin, '' 53. readership than its very specific original addressees, Ancrene Wisse lends itself to textual tailoring for new audiences at specific times and under particular circumstances. 18 The variations which make the Vernon and Bodley translations of De institutione inclusarum distinct can likewise be explained by the work's inherent potential for mouvance. Thus, an analysis of the textual variations and adaptations in Vernon and Bodley indicates the translators' concern to re-shape the source text with specific aims in mind -in Vernon' s case, to preserve the original as far as possible but also to emphasize the state of spiritual yearning, and in Bodley' s, to offer more practical guidance tempered with hope and reassurance. 19 Vernon follows the Latin closely in terms of content but also elaborates on the original in a manner which Ayto and Barratt consider ''diffuse and expansive'' and which Marsha L. Dutton describes as ''a literary gilding of the lily. '' 20 Bodley, on the other hand, has been termed a ''summary translation,'' retaining only material that substantially contributes to the work as spiritual instruction while discarding any extraneous details, although, as shown below, Bodley also makes additions serving the same end. 21 Where Vernon oscillates between a first-and third-person point of view, the majority of the Bodley translation takes a first-person perspective, thus creating a more direct relationship with its readers. Similarly, the absence of most of the autobiographical references embedded in Aelred' s Latin text (and preserved in Vernon) contributes to Bodley's more inclusive style, which brings to the surface the work's inherent potential to benefit a much wider readership beyond the specific individual reader originally addressed by Aelred. The Latin treatise consists of two parts, an 'outer rule' concentrating on the exterior life of an anchoress -her prayer, food, and daily routine -and the subsequent 'inner rule' guiding her religious meditations and her internal devotion. One of the most significant differences between the two translations is that even though Vernon is considerably longer than Bodley, Vernon actually translates only part of the treatise, the 'inner rule.' Its exclusive focus on the 'inner rule,' enlarged by numerous expansions, creates a reading experience which is more concerned with meditation than with instruction on the practicalities of daily life. 22 Domenico Pezzini, one of the few critics to offer a detailed study of Vernon and Bodley, urges readers to question two modern assumptions about medieval translations, namely, that the omission of elements of a source text always constitutes a loss and that any additions made to the source text are superfluous embellishments. 23 In fact, Vernon' s expansions of the Latin original not only reflect an increasing concern with heightened affective emotion in the late fourteenth century, as Dutton has already argued, but they also enhance the yearning and spiritual anxiety presented in the original, twelfth-century Latin. 24 Moreover, apparent omissions in Bodley do not signify a loss but, rather, help create a more generally applicable work of spiritual instruction. Definitive Latin sources have not been found for either translation, and it is therefore impossible to determine where Bodley deliberately omits material and where it may be following a source no longer extant. 25 Nonetheless, it is clear that these variations affect the reading experience by dividing attention more equally between spiritual longing and fulfilment and by taking more pains to reassure and encourage its readers.
''Weilynge and wepynge'' in Bodley's 'Outer Rule'
One of the key differences between Vernon and Bodley is the absence of the 'outer rule' in Vernon. Its presence in Bodley not only makes the later translation a more practical work of spiritual instruction, but this difference also creates a subtly different framework for understanding the spiritual tears which The prologue to Bodley constructs religious life as a space for dedicated longing for God, sought out by those who would ''more frely syghe and snobbe after the loue of Iesu with longyng desire'' (B 17-18) . 31 Significantly, where the Latin simply refers to the ardent longing for God' s embrace, Bodley includes physical manifestations of this desire, specifically sobbing and sighing. Two other references to weeping in Bodley's 'outer rule' understand it as a devotional exercise requiring an allotted space and time. The reader should ensure that she ''be occupied with redynge of holy faders,'' not only to focus her mind and prevent unclean thoughts from distracting her but also to stir inner devotion so that she might ''by grace gete [. . .] B 271-72) . 33 Although the Latin also describes Lent as a time of lamentation, it does not specifically mention ''weilynge and wepynge.'' These early references to tears and weeping direct Bodley's reader to consider them as much a part of her daily routine as manual labour, reading, and other tasks which should be completed at certain times of the day and year with specific attitudes and with particular spiritual goals in mind. Both Middle English translations of the 'inner rule' are streaked with tears, provoked by yearning for God or by contrition. Nevertheless, Bodley, in its translation of the 'outer rule' presents tears explicitly as something that can be used -''vse [. . .] weilynge and wepynge'' (B 270) -as a spiritual tool.
Fulling Linen, Laundering the Soul, and Crying Bitter Tears
In addition to depicting water as a means for purifying the soul, the De institutione inclusarum also presents it as an ordinary, everyday cleaning agent. Male authors frequently employ object-oriented, sometimes domestic, imagery to stimulate the spiritual lives and meditational minds of female readers, and female authors, when describing their own devotional experiences, similarly utilize more homely metaphors and analogies. 34 Such works might encourage readers to equate cleaning their souls with repetitive domestic chores, not only in order to focus the mind on devotion but also to make the goal seem attainable despite inevitable recontamination after the soul has been cleansed during confession. In Ancrene Wisse, ''fleonninde þohtes'' (4.1574: fleeting thoughts) are afforded the potential to fleck and mar the brightest of souls. 35 In the later Doctrine of the Hert, a fifteenth-century translation of a Latin treatise addressed to female religious, confession is described in terms of house-cleaning, as ''puttyng ought filthes of the hous of oure herte be the dore of the mowth with þe brome of þe tunge. '' 36 Readers are also reminded that stains are especially conspicuous on a pure white cloth and, by analogy, on an otherwise pure and chaste soul: ''For right as in a white clothe a spot of filthe aperith sonner þan in anoþer colourid cloth, right so in a chast mayde a spot of synne semeth more fouler þan in anoþer commune synner.'' 37 The cleansing waters of confession are required to purge the soul of such spiritual defilement. Both Middle English translations of De institutione inclusarum preserve an emphasis on a female readership by favouring the use of domestic imagery. Vernon maintains a number of autobiographical references that remind readers of its initial audience, Aelred' s anchorite sister, and it frequently uses feminine terms of address, such as ''mayde'' (V 18). 38 41 In this passage the various stages of fulling and cleaning linen are described in detail and compared to the parallel steps for cleaning the soul. The reader is urged to recall this allegory, and to consider the state of her soul, when she arrays her altar or gazes upon its cloth. That the two translations include the passage reflects its integral position in the spiritual schema of both. Fulling linen is depicted as long and tedious hard work, with both versions highlighting ''trauayl'' (V 342) and ''labour'' (B 586). 42 Vernon is more meticulous, mentioning, for example, the process of spinning the flax as well as the length of that process and the perseverance required for it; however, both translations emphasize the importance of passing through the fire of tribulation and the water of compunction. Constant vigilance is all that stands between the reader and a soul besmirched with spiritual filth. Nevertheless, Vernon places more emphasis on the anxieties attendant upon laundering the soul than Bodley. It follows the Latin closely in its conclusion by offering its readers a warning: ''Swyche þynges let brynge to þyn myende þe ornamentes of þyn oratorye, and not fulfylle þyn e‰en wit vnlyfsum iaperyes a[n]d vanites'' (V 374-76). Bodley, in contrast, makes no reference to the ineptis uarietatibus which might distract the reader but instead concludes with a reiteration of the exercise: ''Thus shalt thou arraye thyn autier of thyn oratorye'' (B 600-601). 44 Both versions urge their readers to enact a meditational practice, but whereas Vernon' s language suggests that sinful thoughts might distract the eye and taint the soul, Bodley focuses more on the practical usefulness of the exercise. This is not a unique example. Both Vernon and Bodley encourage readers to aspire to spiritual perfection, warning their readers against excesses in food and drink which might endanger them by nourishing the devil, making them more inclined to lust. In Vernon, this admonition ends with an emphasis on the actions the reader should carry out and on the emotions that should attend them, rather than their desired effect:
Syttyngge at þe mete, loke sche turne aboute in here herte þe clennesse of here chastete, and inwardliche si‰‰yngge to þe parfeccioun of þat vertu, let here saade here mete, and oþur-while haue scorn of here drynke; ant þat þat neode dryfþ forto take, loke sche take hit now wit sorwe, now wit schame, and oþer-wyle wit bitter terys. (V 80-84) Bodley's version of this passage is arguably more aimed at instruction, addressing the reader directly -''Whan thow sittist at thy mete, than shuldest thou chewe vpon chastite and clennes'' (B 390-91) -and, in its final line, stressing the positive outcome of such an action: ''and if thou do thus, than shaltow litel lust haue of mete or of drynke but as nede axith, and vnnethes that'' (B 393-94, emphasis added). If the reader mixes food and drink with ''syghinge and snobbynge, wepynge and wailynge'' (B 392-93), then she will have little taste for the food which, in excess, might incite her to sin. This practical application is absent from Vernon. Although both versions prescribe the same actions (contemplation of chastity and cleanness, accompanied by penitential tears), the Bodley passage ends by reassuring the reader that, if she follows the instructions, contemplation will have the desired effect. Vernon refers to sorrow, shame, and bitter tears, where the addition of ''bitter'' is a notable expansion of the Latin ''Et quod sumendum necessitas iudicauerit, aut ratio dictauerit cum dolore ac pudore aliquando cum lacrymis sumat'' (De institutione 15.506-507); Bodley instead focuses on the action of weeping as spiritual practice. Vernon' s use of the phrase ''anhungred aftur þe parfeccioun of þis vertu'' (V 74-75, emphasis added) is therefore particularly reflective of its preoccupation with desire for perfection rather than with tangible spiritual progress. 45 In its treatment of the linen altar cloth, Vernon anticipates the failures of its reader, who might be distracted when she should be meditating on her soul, and Vernon' s depiction of the reader' s battle with sin lingers over her longing after virtue, marked by bitter tears. Bodley never condescends to its reader by pretending that the journey to spiritual cleanliness will be easy, but it also does not dwell on her anxieties and potential failures. Instead, its tone is pragmatic and encouraging as it offers penitential tears as an effective means to bring about success.
Rivers of Scripture and ''dredful'' Doves
Water is also used in De institutione inclusarum as a metaphor for Scripture, a defence against the temptations of the devil. 46 Both translators encourage their readers to imitate the dove, which returns to scriptural waters in order to discern the enticements of the devil in their reflective surface. Nothing can drive DOI: 10.3138/flor.31.06
Florilegium 31 (2014) 45 The Latin also uses the metaphor of hungering after virtue, and Vernon retains the ending of the Latin: ''Ita proinde in uirginitatis suae custodiam totum animum tendat, cogitationes expendat, ut uirtutis huius perfectionem esuriens, famem delicias putet, diuitias paupertatem.
[. . .] Et quod sumendum necessitas iudicauerit, aut ratio dictauerit cum dolore ac pudore aliquando cum lacrymis sumat'' (De institutione 15.497-507); ''Let the whole object then of her striving and of her thoughts be the preservation of her virginity, so that in her hunger for the perfection of this virtue she will consider want of food a pleasure and poverty wealth.
[. . .] What necessity imposes let her take with pain and shame, at times with tears'' (A Rule of Life, 64). 46 Here, Aelred engages not only with the Song of Songs (5:12) but also with its medieval gloss;
The 'Glossa Ordinaria' on the Song of Songs, trans. Dove, Song of Songs 5:12, gloss 125.
out impure thoughts so well as ''good ocupacioun'' with God's word (V 200-201) , and thus the reader' s mind should be occupied with the Scriptures at all times, no matter ''whether thou slepe or wake'' (B 473-75). The Latin original begins with a warning, reminding the reader that she should guard against feeling spiritually secure but should always be fearful (sed timere semper). This introduces the subsequent water analogy as an image to help promote spiritual vigilance. Vernon translates the lines closely, whereas Bodley includes some revealing variations, placing less emphasis on the frailty and timidity of the reader and more on her ability to perceive danger and defend herself against temptation:
And þerfore, suster, I nel neuere be no wey þat þu be to siker of þy-self, bote euere be in drede, and hold þy freelte suspekt, and, as a dredful douve, haunte ryueres of cler water, wher þu mi‰t isee þe ymage of þe raueynous hauke þat flikt aboue þe, and be war. Þyse ryueres beþ holy scriptures, þat welleþ out fro þe welle of wysdom, þat is Crist, þe whyche wyl schewe þe þe schadue of þe deueles suggestioun, and wyt and consayl to eschewen hem. For þer is noþyng þat so put awey wyckede and vnclene þou‰tes as dooþ good ocupacioun in holy scripture. (V 193-201) 47 Therfor, suster, haue noo sikernesse of thiself but alway be dredful, hauynge thiself suspect, and doo as the culuer doth, that seeth in ryuers al a-fer the ensaute and the pursute of hir enemy. So do thou: beholde in the ryuers of holy wryt hou besy thyn enemy is to ouercome the and fle hym, for ther is no thinge that ouercometh so sone the fende as doth redynge of deuoute thinge and prayer and meditacyon of Cristys passyon.
(B 464-70) Just as the dove in Latin is pauida and the body marked with fragilitas, in Vernon the self is frail -''hold þy freelte suspekt'' -and the reader should ''euere be in drede.'' The dove, whose behaviour the reader should imitate, is similarly ''dredful.'' Bodley likewise emphasizes spiritual uncertainty in its translation of these lines, as the reader should have no ''sikernesse'' but should ''alway be dredful,'' yet the description of the dove as pauida and references to the fragilitas of the reader are notably absent from this version. Temptation is established as a threat, but the timidity of the reader and her frailty are not reiterated. Further, where the dove in Vernon ''mi‰t isee'' (emphasis added) and must ''be war,'' the dove in Bodley simply sees: ''doo as the culuer doth, that seeth in ryuers al a-fer'' (emphasis added). Bodley's vision is made more emphatic by the absence of the conditional language used in Vernon, and its scope is widened by the addition of the dove' s far-sightedness (''a-fer''). In Vernon, the rivers of Scripture are made the subject of the next sentence, ''þe whyche wyl schewe þe,'' and are thus invoked for the reader in a manner which stresses her role as a passive observer: the scriptural waters show her the temptations of the devil. Bodley, in contrast, trusts to the clear-sightedness of the reader/dove in assuming that she can actively ''beholde'' these rivers. In Vernon, the reader/dove must busy herself with various devotional exercises in order to ''put awey wyckede and vnclene þou‰tes,'' as if she had already succumbed to the suggestions of the devil. Such words anticipate the linen alter cloth allegory, where Vernon similarly warns against ''vnlyfsum iaperyes a[n]d vanities'' (V 375-76), allusions to sin which are absent from the parallel passage in Bodley. In contrast, the repetition of forms of the verb 'to overcome' in Bodley highlights both the defensive weapons a devout reader can use in her battle against the devil (that is, devotional reading, prayer, and meditation) and her ability to ''ouercome'' him when she wields these weapons. No detrimental, unclean thoughts are mentioned in this later translation. Finally, the overall tone is more directly instructional in Bodley because the analogy between dove and reader is made more explicit: ''So do thou: beholde in the ryuers of holy wryt.'' Bodley urges its readers to ''Vse wel this remedye'' (B 473), a line which has no counterpart either in Vernon or in the Latin text but which emphasizes the spiritual usefulness of the exercise as a ''remedye'' for sin.
Bodley is careful to promote spiritual alertness but is also quick to reassure its reader and to remind her of the practical, beneficial effects of following the various devotional instructions it offers. Where Vernon emphasizes the passivity of the dove/reader, the Bodley reader is encouraged to boldly behold the rivers of Scripture, which will help her overcome the devil. The later translation' s inclusion of meditation on the Passion as a weapon in the battle with sin looks ahead to the contemplative section of the treatise where the reader can enact what she has learned.
The Freezing Water of Asceticism and Tearful Petitions
Water is figured variously in the above examples of direct appeals to the reader: it is presented as a cleansing agent for the soul, it is a metaphor for Scripture, and it takes the form of spiritual tears. However, another major aspect of De institutione inclusarum is its use of exemplars as a mode of instruction which often employ water as a means of ascetic practice. The texts introduce ''a monke'' (in Aelred's original and in Vernon, V 145) or ''a man'' (in Bodley, B 440), who cannot shake off the lust besieging him and who therefore turns to various forms of penance for relief. 48 Mary Paul Macpherson has speculated that this monk may in fact be Aelred himself, given the parallels between this scene and a similar one in Walter Daniel's biography of Aelred. 49 Both Middle English versions depict the monk or man as a victim of external forces. In Vernon, ''þe spirit of lecherie assaylede hym'' (V 163-64), and in Bodley, ''the spirit of vnclennes lefte him not'' (B 450-51), with ''vnclennes'' used to emphasize the impurity resulting from this sin and the implicit need for cleansing water. However, both versions also emphasize his attempts to defend himself. The first spiritual tool he employs is an ascetic mortification of the flesh, as he bathes in cold water and rubs his body with nettles, in the hope that the burning sensation caused by the plant will replace the burning of his lust, 50 and when these practices have little effect, he throws himself on God' s mercy: (2014) 51 ''Et cum haec omnia non sufficerent, et nihilominus eum spiritus fornicationis urgeret, tunc, quod solum superfuit, prostratus ante pedes Iesu orat, plorat, suspirat, rogat, adiurat, obtestatur, ut aut occidat, aut sanet. Clamat crebro: Non abibo, non quiesco, nec te dimittam nisi benedixeris mihi. Praestatur ad horam refrigerium, sed negatur securitas. Quiescentibus enim paululum carnis stimulis, affectiones illicitae pectus inuadunt. Deus meus quas cruces, quae tormenta tunc pertulit miser ille, donec tanta ei infusa est delectatio castitatis, ut omnes quae sentiri possunt uel cogitari carnis uinceret uoluptates. Et tunc quoque recessit ab eo, sed usque ad tempus. Et nunc senectuti morbus accessit, nec sic tamen sibi de securitate blanditur'' (De institutione 17.576-88); ''When all this proved of no avail and the spirit of fornication still harassed him he applied the one remaining remedy and, prostrate at Jesus' feet, he prayed, wept, sighed, implored, besought, insisted that he either kill him or heal him. He cried out repeatedly: 'I will not go away, I will not be quiet, I will not let go of you until you bless me.' He was granted some temporary relief but refused lasting tranquillity. For while the irregular movements of the flesh died down for a little, his heart was beset with forbidden affections. My God, what crosses, what tortures that wretched man then endured, until in the end he came to find such joy in chastity that he conquered all the pleasures of the flesh that can be experienced or imagined. But then also it was only for a time that he was delivered, and now when sickness is added to old age he still cannot flatter himself that he is safe'' (A Rule of Life, 67).
In both versions, spiritual water is prioritized over the freezing water of asceticism, into which the man casts himself for relief. 52 Tears succeed, if only temporarily, where such punitive practices fail. Bodley, in keeping with its emphasis on tears in the 'outer rule,' makes the contrast between the two kinds of water even clearer, for where ''preyingge, wepyngge, sy‰‰yngge, coniuryngge, besechyngge'' are all listed in the Latin text and in Vernon, Bodley removes all references to anxious entreaty and instead focuses its reader' s attention on crying: ''I shal not cesse cryenge.'' Here, the later version shows the practical instructions from the 'outer rule' being put into relatively successful practice by an exemplar. During the Passion meditation, tears -of the reader, of the Virgin Mary, and of Mary Magdalene -continue to flow. The Virgin Mary' s face, for example, is described as ''al to-bollen and forsmoteryd wit terys'' as she watches her son' s Crucifixion, and the reader is peremptorily asked how she can bear to visualize this scene without ''sobbyngge and whepyngge'' (V 948-53). ''Seest thou not how oure Lady wepith?'' Bodley asks; ''What eyleth the that thou maist not wepe?'' (B 859-60). The emphasis on an affective response is hardly surprising in a meditation deliberately constructed to encourage readers to imaginatively participate in the sufferings of the Passion. The experience of the anonymous monk or man foreshadows one particularly tearful moment, when both translators enjoin their readers to follow the blessed sinner Mary Magdalene into Simon' s house, where they should imagine themselves washing Christ' s feet alongside Mary. 53 In the event that Christ denies his feet to the reader, or tries to pull away, both translators ask her to practise the same steadfastness and Florilegium 31 (2014) DOI: 10.3138/flor.31.06 52 Incitation to moderation in asceticism enjoyed a more urgent renewal in late medieval spiritual guides for women than for men, in direct response to widespread extreme practices that women carried out; Bynum explores this issue in Holy Feast and Holy Fast, 241. However, both Bodley and Vernon warn readers that moderation should not be used as an excuse for sin (V 214-23, B 479-92 B 763-69) . The ''stedfaste abidynge'' of the monk or man, coupled with tears, is evoked as both versions reassure the reader that Christ will not deny her if she follows their advice. These two exemplars -of the monk or man besieged by sin and of Mary Magdalene, who washes Christ's feet with her tears -should impress upon the reader the spiritual trials she may face and the perseverance she will need to demonstrate in facing them, particularly by means of tearful prayers. However, reading these exemplars alongside the Noli me tangere scene in the Passion meditation reveals another significant tonal difference between Vernon and Bodley. In both translations, the words and tears of Mary Magdalene on seeing Jesus again in the Garden act as a unifying thread that ties the three passages together, encouraging the reader to consider them in conversation with one another. In Vernon, as in the Latin text, Mary speaks to Christ directly: ''I nel not lete þe, I nel not go fro þe, I schal neuere cesse fro wepyngge, my brest and herte schulle alto-breke for sobbyngge and sikyngge, bote I mote onys touche þy swete feet '' (V 1022-24) . The phrase ''I nel not lete þe'' replicates the anonymous monk's earlier petition to Christ: ''I nel neuere lete þe.'' Christ replies that physical contact is not denied to Mary completely but ''iput in delay'' (V 1027) for an unspecified period of time, leaving her in a state of longing. The Noli me tangere scene ends with Christ asking her to fetch the other disciples. Bodley does not present Mary's words in dialogue but conveys the same meaning: ''Certys yit woldist thou not leeue therfore, for treuly I trowe thyn herte wold brest for wepynge but if thou haddist touched hym '' (B 889-91) . 54 In both versions, the words of Mary -whether presented as direct speech or reported by the authordeliberately recall the tearful entreaties and steadfast abiding which the anonymous monk demonstrates and which the reader is encouraged to enact in the Passion meditation, in imitation of Mary Magdalene. However, what follows in Bodley is unique to this version and is far more comforting: ''Gode suster, do thou the saam, al-though the seme that he withdraweth and wil not suffre the, that thou touche him by swetnes of deuocyon; lette not therfore but abide awhile and it shal be right wel' ' (B 891-94) . Bodley turns here from the conversation with Mary to address the reader and implies the potential for successful devotional contact with Christ, reassuring the patient reader that all ''shal be right wel'' (B 894). Bodley thus concludes this scene with an infusion of hope, giving the reader encouragement rather than prolonging her anxiety indefinitely. These additional lines in Bodley, which have no equivalent in Vernon, not only cast the Noli me tangere scene in a more optimistic light, but they also provide a significant contrast with the experience of the anonymous monk or man, who is assailed by lust and who must use the waters of asceticism and penitential tears to defend himself against such attacks. Vernon follows Aelred' s original more closely than Bodley in offering a longer and more complex conclusion to this account. At first, Vernon states that ''soerte'' was denied the monk in the long term, reiterating the torments he suffered. However, this is followed by a brief but significant reference to God granting the monk relief from lust: ''alwhat þer was igraunted hym so gret delytyngge in chastete þat alle þe lustes þat mowe be þou‰t or spoken ne scholde not haue moved hym'' (V 172-74). The translation quickly reminds readers that ''naþeles he was vynsyker' ' (V 175-76) , although this statement is complicated by the implication that such chastity was in fact ''igraunted'' to the monk (V 172). Vernon may leave the reader yearning indefinitely after God in the Noli me tangere scene, but it actually presents a much more complex picture with regard to the monk's experience, which oscillates between a constant state of temptation and the overcoming of sin. Bodley, in contrast, removes the reference to stability, however transient, and leaves him in a state of continued uncertainty when concluding its account of the monk: ''sikernesse might he noon gete and this passion lefte him neuere, yonge ne olde, but euere in sondry tymes began vpon him fresshe and fresshe.'' Bodley's emphasis on the endless longing the man will face after experiencing some temporary relief serves to heighten his trials; however, it gives priority to the devout reader who will be promised, later in the treatise, that for her all will be ''right wel.'' Readers of Bodley, unlike the monk in Vernon, are quickly soothed after the spiritual longing in the Noli me tangere scene, and the devotional instructions therefore promise more success for the female reader than for others, including the anonymous man. 55 The function of the more complex and even contradictory lines in Vernon is more uncertain but becomes clearer if considered alongside the autobiographical material near the end of the treatise, which is included in Vernon but is almost entirely absent from Bodley.
The Filthy Floods of Sin in Vernon and Bodley
Following the Passion meditation, the De institutione inclusarum presents a lengthy reflection on Aelred' s youth, which Vernon preserves. During this meditation on present times, Aelred compares his own spiritual experience to that of his sister. 56 Water figures throughout as a polluted flood rather than as a cleansing agent or tool for spiritual vigilance, and Aelred presents himself as a helpless victim of sin, frequently being the object rather than the subject of the verb in descriptions of his interaction with water: carnal affections of uncleanness ''rauysschede'' him, and foul vices ''dreynte'' his soul ''in þe stynkynde flood of synne '' (V 1117-19) . 57 He reminds his sister that she was protected and kept safe whereas he was ''lete [. . .] alone'' (V 1122-23) to face a battle with external forces which work upon him in ceaselessly active verbs. One of the few moments when any blame is apportioned to Aelred himself -''foylede me-self '' (V 1094, emphasis added) -is immediately followed by an address to DOI: 10.3138/flor.31.06
Florilegium 31 (2014) 55 In addition to the lustful monk, both versions also describe another man who wages a mighty battle to preserve his chastity, eventually finding rest in death (V 233-65; B 493-512) . 56 In my analysis of the following passages, I will refer to Aelred as author in order to preserve, as Vernon itself does, the autobiographical sense. 57 ''Recole nunc, ut dixi, corruptiones meas cum exhalaretur nebula libidinis ex limosa concupiscentia carnis et scatebra pubertatis, nec esset qui eriperet et saluum faceret. his sister, making clear that she owes her purity to the protection of God alone: ''How blessyd were þu, whos clennesse and chastete only þe grace of God defendede and kepte!'' (V 1094-96). She can take no credit for it. The wild, tempestuous sea (gurgite in the Latin text, which can be translated more literally as 'whirlpool') therefore serves to sharpen the distinction between Aelred' s own spiritual state and that of his sister:
Bote þu askest me, per caas, what I haue lasse þan þu of Godes ‰iftes. A, suster, where is he mor fortunat þat wit esy and softe wedur brynkt his schip saaf and sound to þe hauene, ful of marchaundise and of richesse, or elles he þat in wylde wawes and in greet tempest alto-breket his vessel, and vnneþe naked and quakynge asschapeþ to lond alyve? (V 1163-68) . 58 His experience is clearly comparable to the trials of the anonymous monk assailed by carnal desire. No matter whether this anecdote is in fact autobiographical, the similarity between the two spiritual experiences is made clear in the language of these lines. Just as Vernon concludes its depiction of the anonymous monk with a hint at his spiritual rescue (absent from Bodley), so do these reflections on Aelred' s youth, where he emerges from the metaphorical sea of life ''naked and quakynge'' but nonetheless ''alyve.'' The hypothetical scene imagined in these lines overshadows the pious sister-reader' s own spiritual successes, as Aelred' s loaded question for her makes clear: ''sooþly, suster, wite it wel þat hit ou‰te be a maner schame to þe ‰if þat I, after so manye abhominable vnclennesses, be yfounde euene wit þe in lyf þat is to comen!' ' (V 1173-75) . 59 The meditation on ''thynges that ben present'' (B 907-908) also appears in Bodley, but the complete absence of autobiographical references makes it almost In what then, you ask, have you received less than me? O sister, how much more happy is the man whose ship, full of merchandise and loaded with riches, is brought to a safe homecoming by favorable winds than he who suffers shipwreck and barely escapes death with the loss of all?'' (A Rule of Life, 95). 59 Dutton-Stuckey argues that De institutione inclusarum presents Aelred as the prodigal son, the sinner who flees God's love but is pursued by him, whereas his sister is ''the model of the chaste seeker after God''; Dutton-Stuckey, ''A Prodigal Writes Home, '' 36. unrecognizable as a parallel to Vernon' s meditation. A more general and inclusive tone is adopted throughout. The reader should thank God who has ''kepte and reserued'' her from ''meschefs''; she should recognize the ''stynke'' of this world and understand that she cannot enter heaven with ''a bagge of money''; she should renounce these worldly things and put her trust in God who ''fedith birdes and clotheth lilyes'' (B 910-28). The treatise directly addresses the reader as ''thou,'' but significant use is also made of ''vs,'' ''we,'' and ''ouer,'' and Bodley thus draws them into a universal Christian community, deliberately breaking down the relationship between the learned spiritual instructor and the dutiful student reader. The end of the section is gentle and encouraging: the reader should not be ''aferde,'' for God will be her ''berne'' and her ''richesse'' (B 924-30) in place of worldly things. Ultimately, in the Latin De institutione inclusarum and in the late fourteenthcentury Vernon translation, Aelred denies his reader the opportunity of spectacular spiritual rescue from sin that he enjoys and that is made all the more dramatic by the pollution which preceded it and by the danger resulting therefrom. In Vernon' s translation, the spiritual negotiations in Aelred' s original meditation on the present become an integral part of its overall reading experience. If the advice is transferable, then so are these anxieties concerning the reader' s own spiritual journey. The absence of such reflections in Bodley, whether a conscious omission on the part of its translator or the result of a different Latin source, allows the later version to focus more attentively on the spiritual progression of the female reader.
Conclusion
During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, spiritual instruction emerged from religious houses and anchorholds ''into a larger literary world in which texts were scrutinized, licensed, and proliferated systematically for the edification of a sophisticated and independent-minded laity.'' 60 Rather than being curtailed by Arundel's infamous Constitutions, the literary drive to meet the needs of this expanding readership in the fifteenth century was redirected into vigorous and interpretive translation. It is onto this rapidly changing historical
